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Flight Simulator Rides

Concern  has been voiced regarding the safety of some of the earlier versions of this type of ride. 
Our thanks to David Robinson of WORLD OF RIDES for providing the following information and guidelines.

The original manufacturer of these rides was an Australian manufacturer who had some of their production
fabricated at an assembly plant based in New Mexico, but motive variations using the toy bodies were also being
sold by Electro-Mobiltechnik GMBH (E.M.T) of West Germany, among known others Dial-A-Deal of Leeds, UK
initially distributed these model variations in the UK. (This firm is no longer in business)
A similar variation of this ride was also manufactured until very recently by BAFCO of Lincolnshire, UK. As far as
is known, none of these manufacturers currently still manufacture any of these rides.

The three models in the range consisted of: 

BS1 STARFIGHTER:            White self-coloured GRP sit-in toy body spacecraft 
BS2 TURBO CHOPPER:       Red self-coloured GRP sit-in toy body helicopter
BS3 SKYHAWK RAIDER:   Yellow self-coloured sit-in toy body spacecraft

All three models had a lifting capacity of 290kg, and most were fitted with an overload protection system to prevent
their use by adults.

The dimensions and specifications were:

BS1:   196cm L x 111cm W x 120cm H – weight 123kg.
BS2:   212cm L x 100cm W x 148cm H – weight 114kg
BS3:   225cm L x 109cm W x 139cm H – weight 114kg

Because these rides were often manufactured or assembled in different countries, some without any regulatory safety
requirements, the operating voltages of some components can vary from model to model.

These rides have very good audio-visual effects using a multi-speaker sound system and LED cockpit display, and no
movement of the ride is made until the joystick is pointed in the required direction of travel.

The central joystick in the cockpit, which also has a sound effects button, controls the ride’s movement and most
models are also fitted with an Automatic-Mode joystick override button for use by parents of younger children.This
feature should be taken into account whenever tracing circuit faults in the control systems, as it is normally situated
on the cockpit entrance surround and is prone to mechanical damage, leaving the control system disabled in a
permanent open circuit. The plastic joystick is also prone to mechanical damage, usually snapping at the base,
leaving the ride inoperative.
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Some models have the coin-mechanism fitted inside the cockpit and others have it fitted to the head of a large
adjoining tubular metal stem connected to the static base.
Additionally, some models have replaced the LED display in the cockpit with a video monitor based game or
display.
The deep moulded seating position in the cockpit provided a safe riding position for one child, and a safety restraint
is not required.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS WHEN EXAMINING THIS TYPE OF RIDE.

This range of rides had their up and down movement provided by a normally trouble free pneumatic drive, however,
two variations were used to provide the motive power.

The first variation had a continuous reciprocating air pump, which filled an air receiver, and which automatically cut
out the pump when the receiver reached the required operating pressure.
This variation can lead to a number of problems where servicing has not been carried out regularly by the operator:

1. The air receiver must be drained of water on a regular basis to ensue that it does not rust internally. This
could cause weakening of the receiver’s welded joints, usually end caps, which in turn could either fail or
blow-off when under pressure.
A drain tap is provided on the underside of the receiver to drain excess water, but this is not situated at the
lowest point of the receiver, and consequently unless the whole ride is either turned on it’s side or on it’s end
in order to position the tap at it’s lowest point, all the water will not be removed.

2. The pressure cut-off valve should also be cleaned and checked on a regular basis, in order to ensure that the
cut-off valve is working correctly and that excess pressure beyond the safe limit is not allowed to build-up in
the receiver. 

3. Unless the receiver has been drained regularly, a build-up of heavy sludge in the receiver will also serve to
block the control valves and solenoids.

4.  Where a model is fitted with an air-receiver, unless qualified to carry out the tests themselves, the inspector is
further advised to engage the services of a specialist pressure testing company, such as Vulcan or British
Engine, to provide a Report of Examination of Air Receiver.

       A copy of their pressure-test report should then be attached to the copy of the inspectors own ride test
report, and both copies should be then given to the ride operator.

             However, prior to engaging the services of a pressure-testing specialist, the customer should be informed of 
             your intentions, as these additional tests may well have been carried out for insurance purposes. If this is the  
               case documentary proof should accompany the DOC and test report.
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The second variation is also powered by a continuous reciprocating air pump, which directly provides a constant
operating pressure to the motive system throughout the duration of the ride without the use of a receiver. This was a
much simpler system that has since been used by other manufacturers using air as the motive power for these rides.

ELECTRICAL  SYSTEM

In view of the number of different manufacturers throughout the world that have made these models since their
inception, either under licence or as copies, it is imperative that prior to any testing or repair work being carried out
on these rides that the inspector satisfies him/herself of the following varying voltages to ensure his/her own safety,
as well as that of the end user:

1.   If the ride was imported it may have been originally supplied to operate on 110v and consequently fitted    
      with a step up transformer (240v in / 110v out.)

      
      2.   If the ride was supplied for 110v operation it may not have been fitted with a SELV circuit on the toy.
      
      3.  Check if lighting, cockpit display, sound, timer and coin mechanism are supplied with a completely                        
             isolated 12v SELV circuit.

4.  Check  that the frame and mechanical parts that have higher voltage components attached are securely
       bonded to earth.

      

              AS ALWAYS, CHILD SAFETY IS PARAMOUNT AND IF IN ANY DOUBT AT ALL …DO NOT ISSUE A D.O.C.
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